How to Use GPS Icons

The **Move All** icon moves all the courses from the roadmap to the plan. This does not allow students to customize the plan initially, however, students can move courses from one semester to another.

The **Move Preferred** icon moves all courses preferred by the major department from the roadmap to the plan. For example: one department’s roadmap states that you can choose between Math 1050 and Math 1090. However, Math 1090 is marked as the preferred course for that major.

The **Remove All** icon clears all courses from the plan. This can be used when students want to start over on their plan.
The **Audit view** icon generates a new Degree Audit Report (DARS) which includes the planned courses that the student has entered.

The **Validate** icon cross checks courses in the plan against the roadmap. This can be used to certify that all the courses on the roadmap will be fulfilled.

The **Change Roadmap** icon selects a different roadmap with different major requirements. This can be used for students that have a double major and want to create one plan using two roadmaps.

The **Plan View** icon switches the view to show only the plan.